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ABSTRACT. The scientific career of W. A. Fowler enduringly enriched astronomy by providing us with
a systematic treatment of nuclear reaction rates in stars. I clarify how and why this achievement earned him
both the 1979 Bruce Medal of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific and the 1983 Nobel Prize in physics
(jointly with S. Chandrasekhar). I attempt to share my understanding and experience of this great man, what
he was like personally, and the larger context of his life.

William A. Fowler experimentally obtained and systematized the nuclear data for astronomy. He measured in his
laboratory the rates at which nuclear reactions occur in stars.
This was his goal for five decades. His achievement was
unique and his legacy is permanent. Not only did his laboratory participate in most of the seminal measurements of the
rates for hydrogen, helium, carbon and oxygen-burning reactions, but they focused on the appropriate theory of lowenergy nuclear reactions and on the parametric representations of the data that would be most useful and correct for
astronomers modeling the evolution of stars. It was Fowler's
life work, for which he won countless honors, among which
was the ASP's Bruce Medal (1979) and the Nobel Prize in
Physics (1983). Fowler died on 14 March, 1995 at age 83 in
Pasadena, California, where he had lived and worked for 62
years at The California Institute of Technology.
Fowler was first and foremost a nuclear physicist, so it is
natural that the nuclear issues for astronomy remained his
great love even after he came to be known as "a nuclear
astrophysicist." He began his research career as a graduate
student with Charles C. Lauritsen at Caltech in 1933, following his B.S. degree from Ohio State University. Fowler considered Lauritsen to be the greatest influence in his life. The
thirties were Herculean years in nuclear physics, especially
in Caltech's Kellogg Radiation Laboratory. The production
of neutrons, gamma rays, electrons and positrons by bombardment with positive ions accelerated to high velocities,
the production of positron-electron annihilation radiation,
the phenomenon of resonance in nuclear reactions—all of
these were discovered first (or independently) in Pasadena.
Caltech became one of the great centers of the nuclear world,
along with Berkeley, Washington, DC, and Cambridge (England), which Fowler also loved throughout his life. In 1934,
with Fowler assisting, Lauritsen and graduate student Richard Crane (who also went on to a distinguished career) had
produced a 10-minute radioactivity following the bombardment of carbon with protons. It was the first measurement of
one of the reactions of the CNO cycle in stars, which was not
itself known in 1934. Fowler worked on the beta spectrum of
radioactive 13N and subsequently on detection of the gamma
rays emitted when carbon (and other nuclei) radiatively captured a proton, making the radioactive 13N, which subsequently emitted a positron. Carl Anderson and his student
showed that the particles emitted in the activity were

positrons using the same cloud chamber in which Anderson
had first discovered the positron as a particle. But the suggested physical process for making the 13N, radiative capture, had been a matter of considerable controversy at the
time. Three fourths of the nuclear reactions of the CN cycle
are radiative captures, and Fowler measured them and others.
Fowler's 1936 Ph.D. with Lauritsen lay at the center of an
emerging,science, and his devotion to it never abated. That
persistent devotion enables us to glimpse why it was that
Fowler was able to marshal full dynamic energy, over four
decades, for his pursuit of the role of nuclear reactions within
stars. Without this fertile confluence of the Kellogg Radiation Laboratory with nuclear physics history and with Willy
Fowler himself, much of today's firm data base might never
have been acquired. What his colleagues will never forget,
moreover, was the jollity and exhilaration with which he
bounded down the paths of intellectual fun.
The full significance of those early Kellogg discoveries
for astronomy was not revealed until 1939, when Bethe and
von Weizsäcker independently suggested that hydrogen
could be converted to helium in stars by means of a catalytic
cycle involving isotopes of carbon and nitrogen. Today we
know it as the CNO cycle, or "bicycle" as Willy impishly
named it. Bethe and Critchfield subsequently suggested the
proton-proton chain by which hydrogen is converted to helium in the center of low-mass stars like the Sun. Fowler has
written, "It was quite clear in 1939 that problems in the
application of nuclear physics to astronomy could only be
solved by detailed and accurate measurements of nuclear reaction rates."
The outbreak of World War II put a stop to all nuclear
physics research at Kellogg. Their faculty, which by this time
included Fowler and Tom Lauritsen, dived into the war effort. The Kellogg faculty moved to Washington, DC (194041), for their work on proximity fuses for timely detonation
of anti-aircraft shells. They returned to Pasadena in late 1941
to set up work on solid propellants for rockets at the Naval
Ordnance Test Station at China Lake, CA, which Caltech
helped the navy to build. This successful collaboration
planted the seeds for the outstanding support of Kellogg and
other laboratories by the Office of Naval Research for decades after the war. For his public service in wartime Fowler
I
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Fig. 1—Many of the Kellogg Round Table at their regular luncheon table in The Athenaeum in 1934. Fowler (with hair!) is third from the right, next to
Richard Crane (center with pipe). The group's insignia was the candlestick centerpiece, which was made from an insulator for high-voltage tubes. Courtesy
of the Archives, California Institute of Technology.
received the Naval Ordnance Development Award in 1945
and the President's Medal for Merit in 1948.
It was immediately following the war that the Lauritsens
and Fowler made the fateful decision to study light nucleus
reactions with emphasis on measurements of significance to
stars. For clarity it should be added that this was not what we
today call "nucleosynthesis," the origin of the chemical elements. Their objective was mainly to understand and quantify the thermonuclear power in the Sun and stars, although
the work of Bethe and others had made it clear that nuclear
reactions would modify the abundances of the light elements
in stars. Thus the time was also at hand for a theory of
nucleosynthesis in stars, but it began in England with Fred
Hoyle's 1946 paper in MNRAS and his 1954 Astrophys. J.
Supplement. These two giants. Fowler and Hoyle, would not
meet for some time, but would eventually become one of the
most famous teams in the history of astronomy.
In the early 1950s the big question in Fowler's mind was
how does helium bum. Is the star out of fuel when hydrogen
has been consumed? Nuclear experiments in Kellogg showed
that there exists no stable nucleus of mass 5, so reactions
between protons and He seemed useless, and their demonstration that 8Be spontaneously broke apart into two alpha
particles made it clear that no stable nucleus of mass 8 existed. The stellar ions seemed impotent at this impasse. When
Edwin Salpeter spent the summer of 1951 at Kellogg, he
successfully implemented an idea of Bethe's by which a

small equilibrium concentration of 8Be could capture a third
alpha particle and, with the emission of a gamma ray, transmute to stable 12C. We now call this the triple-alpha process.
Salpeter proposed it correctly as the power source for redgiant stars. But when Fred Hoyle visited Kellogg for the first
time in 1953, fresh with his understanding with Schwarzschild of red giants, he argued that its capture rate would be
inadequate unless 12C were to have an excited state with zero
spin and positive parity at 7.7 MeV excitation. Understand
that this was a very specific suggestion, because 12C has very
few excited states. In his delightful public lectures. Fowler
described his reaction to this as: "Go away, Hoyle. Don't
bother me!" But quietly Fowler urged the measurement via
14
N+d—>12C* + a, and Ward Whaling detected the state at
7.68 MeV, the second excited state of the 12C nucleus.
Hoyle's prediction of the energy of this state was, and still is,
the most accurate that has ever been achieved, and it had
relied on astrophysics rather than nuclear physics! Fowler's
astonishment was what, in his own words, "really hooked
me on nuclear astrophysics." In his later Nobel Lecture
Fowler wrote it succinctly: "Hoyle and Whaling showed that
conditions in red-giant stars are just right." The written
records bear out the degree to which Fowler was hooked.
The documentation of stellar reactions became Fowler's almost exclusive interest. The entire world of astronomy
looked to him for the right answers.
Hoyle's view of nucleosynthesis of nuclei in stars also
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Fig. 2—Fowler and Hoyle "under full sail" in winter 1966. This occasion, between Sloan and Bridge laboratories at Caltech, celebrated this four-man plan
to relocate for the opening of Hoyle's Institute of Theoretical Astronomy, Cambridge, UK. At left is Bob Wagoner and at right is this writer. Courtesy of
Caltech.
hooked him. With Geoffrey and Margaret Burbidge they
published in 1957 their monumental paper "Synthesis of Elements in Stars" in Reviews of Modem Physics. An interesting aside is that the editor, Edward Condon, accepted it for
rapid publication without refereeing during a conversation in
which Fowler told Condon of the work in progress. Of this
Fowler said only, "Those were the days!" It became such an
influential classic for astronomy research that it came to be
cited, almost like Newton's Law, simply as B2FH. The details of the mechanisms were not always provided or correct,
but the goal, its spirit and its techniques, were sound and
well stated. This work had begun during Fowler's first sabbatical in Cambridge, England, in 1954-55. There he
worked with Hoyle and met Geoffrey and Margaret Burbidge, who subsequently spent 1955 in Pasadena continuing
the effort. In that sabbatical year Fowler developed a powerful affection for Cambridge and England that would never
release him. Being at the famed Cavendish Laboratory,
where Rutherford had dominated nuclear physics throughout
the 1920s and 1930s and which had seemed to Fowler as
hallowed ground, and where he himself was now embarking
on a new road for nuclear physics research combined to endow England forever in Fowler's mind with a special quality
of meaningfulness. I never saw him work harder on any paper than in 1960 when he composed "Rutherford and

Nuclear Cosmochronology" for the Rutherford Jubilee. Using U and Th decays to measure the age of the elements, an
idea of Rutherford's, became a lasting theme for Fowler.
By 1957 it was also apparent to Fowler that he might have
students and postdocs in theoretical nuclear astrophysics—
not just in nuclear physics. I can attest to the caution of this
decision, because in 1957 I became Fowler's first student in
purely theoretical nuclear astrophysics. He retained some
reservations that this was sufficiently scholarly and substantial for a Ph.D. in physics, and he instructed me that, just to
be safe, I was to measure with the 3 MeV Van de Graff a
nuclear state of importance to the 13-C abundance in the CN
cycle while developing my thesis with him on the quantitative formulation of the 5 process in stars. This I did, and we
did! In 1961 Fowler moved Kellogg into the larger astrophysical arena by initiating the first postdoctoral group in
Kellogg and the world dedicated to theoretical nuclear astrophysics. That group (1961-1963) comprised John Bahcall,
Icko Iben, Richard Sears and myself. Its new weekly colloquium was named SINS Seminar (for "Stellar Interiors and
NucleoSynthesis"), a typically Fowlerian flourish. The main
thrust of Kellogg Lab continued unabated even while theoretical astrophysics escalated. Painstakingly ingenious experiments of thermonuclear rates for stars were led by
Charles Barnes, Ralph Kavanagh, Tom Tombrello, and Ward
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Whaling. Caltech graduate students and visiting scientists
contributed heavily. The entire pp chains, CNO bicycle and
He-burning reactions were measured under the careful gaze
of Fowler and of Tom Lauritsen, keepers of the stars and of
the energy levels of light nuclei, respectively.
I first came to know Fowler from his course in Nuclear
Physics for Caltech graduate students. I was in this class in
1957, the very year of B2FH publication, along with an
amazing (today) 25 other graduate students. To keep his day
clear. Fowler insisted that his lectures begin at 8:00 a.m., a
decision that was not universally popular among graduate
students who, in those years, stayed up late nightly trying to
understand physics. One night, in order to express this dissatisfaction, a large group stayed up all night in the lecture
hall atop West Bridge in sleeping bags, and rose yawning and
stretching when Fowler walked into the room. Always one to
enjoy a good joke. Fowler instantly found the riposte. Without blinking he began to lecture rapidly, filling the board
with equations, never once acknowledging what we had
done. Not one word! Other memories from the 1950s reinforce the tremendous vitality of Fowler and the Kellogg faculty. The Friday night Kellogg parties following the weekly
nuclear physics colloquium on Friday evenings were the
stuff of legends. Friday was booked weekly in all our calen-

dars, from dinner until midnight and beyond, with no thought
of individual freedom to do our own things. Willy and
Tommy Lauritsen were ever up to some shenanigans at these
celebrations of nuclear physics, beer glass in hand. In the
1950s it seemed great fun to sing together Willy at the
Throttle to the tune of Casey Jones, or the Kellogg theme
song to unrecognizable lyrics by Charlie Lauritsen. Ardy
Fowler, Phyllis Barnes, and Marge Lauritsen in particular
condoned the tribal play by opening their homes and laying
out a spread. On occasional afternoons Fowler would chase
graduate students from Kellogg onto the softball field, where
his beloved Kellogg team took on another in battle, with
Willy the most fun-loving combatant. Fowler was never too
busy to have an uproariously good time.
Being accepted by Fowler as his research student was the
decisive good fortune of my life. It made everything else
possible for me, by introducing me to a chance at a frontier
problem. In today's climate it is harder to imagine a professor giving a student a problem of such importance as the
formulation of the s process, that slow chain of neutron captures in stars. But Willy explained with deep conviction that
his own good fortune had been being taken on by C. C.
Lauritsen and being given a great problem. So as he set forth
on the high road at the feet of Lauritsen, he invited me to do

Fig. 3—Fowler at The Green Man in Grantchester, just outside Cambridge, in 1971. Pub lunch was often taken with an annual group from Rice University
known in Cambridge as "the Rice Mafia." From the left they are Kem Hainebach (obscuring Mike Howard), Stan Woosley, Raymond Talbot, David Arnett,
Fowler, Cliff Morris, and Donald Clayton. Another member, F. C. Michel, took this photograph. Fowler's 60th birthday was celebrated during this Cambridge
summer with lOTA's Conference on Massive Objects. Courtesy of F. C. Michel.
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Fig. 4— William A. Fowler proudly displays two of his most cherished
awards-the National Medal for Science for 1974, presented by President
Gerald R. Ford on September 18, 1974, and the medal he is wearing, inscribed "National Meddler, 1974," presented by his colleagues in the
Kellogg Radiation Laboratory a few days later. Courtesy of Caltech.
the same with him. It was to take me decades to see the
magnitude of this gift. He felt that the broad-brush outlines
of s and r processes in B2FH needed fleshing out with firmer
physical and mathematical treatment, so in the early 1960s
we published together the first quantitative modem treatments of both processes. In similar vein, when I discovered
in Kellogg in 1962 the technique of cosmoradiogenic chronologies of nucleosynthesis Fowler declined to coauthor the
paper with me: "No, Donny boy," he said, "this is too important for me to take a part of." Undoubtedly it occurred to
him that if he had done so it would thereafter have been
known as Fowler's discovery. This caution with my findings
in that topic of extraordinary interest to him impressed me
more through the years than at the time.
By the mid 1960s Fowler's attention spread into larger
nuclear astrophysical issues: solar neutrinos (for which he
had predicted the high-energy 8B branch in 1958); whether
the e process ejected 56Fe or 56Ni, which later framed the
decisive goal of gamma-ray line astronomy; neutrino processes in supemovae; nucleosynthesis in the Big Bang; supermassive stars; and relativistic astrophysics of QSOs and
radio galaxies. Much of this rich palette used pigments from
Hoyle, for their collaboration was then at its zenith. Hardly
two months could pass without fresh canvas from them. But
the leaps outside his natural expertise did not distract his
attention from the mission that lay squarely on his shoulders.
He took on Georgeanne Caughlari, daughter of famed
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Caltech cosmologist H. P. Robertson, to assist systematic
publication of recommended nuclear rates in stars. Finding
him intensely preoccupied with this during one week in early
1967, feverishly working daily to check each formula, I
asked him where the fire was. "Don, these reaction rates are
my life's work," he replied. "I've got to finish this before we
leave for Cambridge." He did. And that work is indeed that
for which his fame will endure.
Fowler embraced a dream of a different type during these
years—helping his friend Fred Hoyle get Hoyle's new Institute of Theoretical Astronomy (now 10A) off the ground. To
this end Fowler invited me to return to Caltech in 1966, and
Hoyle invited a group of five to participate each summer, for
continuity's sake, in setting lOTA's science theme. I was
lucky to be included in this scientific privilege, enjoying intimate friendship with Fowler over this seven-year period
during which we each resided about 1/3 time in Cambridge.
Fowler yielded to his affection for Cambridge, buying and
renovating with Ardy a house in Oxford Street in which we
were all frequent guests, becoming expert on its pubs and
inns, attending such vernacular events as cricket matches and
sheepdog trials, and silently nurturing a plan to retire there.
Very special during these seven years were our frequent trips
with Hoyle to the Scottish Highlands, mostly to Wester-Ross
or Sutherland. Hoyle was completing his climbing of all
Scotland mountains higher than 3000 feet (Munros). Together in an Inverness bookstore Fowler and I purchased
Munro's Tables of those peaks, in which we annotated our
attempts to keep up with Fred. Never in history has so much
nuclear astrophysics been discussed in so many remote
Highlands' inns! I have written elsewhere of these never-tobe-forgotten times. Fowler's life plan was not to be. Hoyle's
1972 resignation from Cambridge ended that era. I must confide that this was a bitter disappointment to Fowler.
Fowler's love of trains was also legendary. At the Cambridge Conference on Massive Objects in honor of his 60th
birthday the Organizing Committee traveled to London to
purchase his model steam train, which he then drove around
the Cambridge Steam Society's tracks seated on the trailing
engineer's car. He purchased an engineer's cap to do this.
Traveling to Prague in 1967 on the Orient Express, he
erupted in laughter and called me to the window pointing
deliriously at one giant engine with the communist red star
on its front and bearing the steel plate "Made in Lima,
Ohio." This was where Willy had grown up from age 2, and
where he had shared many happy hours with his father at the
switch yards of the Pennsylvania Railroad. His father also
took him to Pittsburgh (Fowler's 1911 birthplace) to watch
the Pirates' games, which explains to some degree his expert's fondness for baseball and why it was that his Caltech
secretary mailed to him in Cambridge not the cutout box
scores of the Los Angeles Dodgers but of the Pittsburgh Pirates. Fowler deeply embraced the traditional emblems of his
youth even as he pioneered nuclear astrophysics.
Fowler was a refined student of the English language. His
command of nuance embellishes all of his writings, and he
was renowned as a public speaker. One manifestation was
the rich imagery of the epigrams that introduced many published works. I quote a few.
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Fig. 5— Fowler at breakfast on October 19, 1983, just two hours after learning of his selection as 1983 Nobel Prize winner in physics. This writer is at left,
breakfasting with Fowler on what was also the opening day for the Yerkes Observatory conference "Nucleosynthesis: Challenges and New Developments"
(University of Chicago Press, 1985, ed. W. D. Arnett and J. W. Truran). Courtesy of Nancy Clayton.
On nuclear chronology (1960):
"To the Rhenish wine house, and there came Jonas
Moore, the mathematician, to us, and spoke very many
things not so much to prove the Scripture false as that the
time therein is not well computed or understood."
Diary of Samuel Pepys, May 23, 1661
On the 5 process (1961):
"The Universe, too, loves to create whatsoever is destined
to be made."
Marcus Aurelius, Meditations IX
On thermonuclear reaction rates (1967):
"The changing of Bodies into Light, and Light into Bodies, is very conformable to the Course of Nature, which
seems delighted with Transmutations."
Sir Isaac Newton (1704)
On neutrino astronomy (1964):
"O dark dark dark. They all go into the dark,
The vacant interstellar spaces, the vacant into the vacant."
T. S. Eliot, East Coker 111
On supermassive stars (1965):
"The bigger they come, the harder they fall."
Robert Fitzsimmons (1862-1917), prizefighter
We can e^ch read a little bit about Willy Fowler in these
careful choices, which seem strangely also to be about him.
Fowler'fe published works to 1981 are listed in the Appendix to Essays in Nuclear Astrophysics, ed. C. A. Barnes, D.
D. Clayton, and D. N. Schramm (Cambridge University

Press, 1982). That book was a tribute to his 70th birthday
and to the 1981 Cal tech conference for that occasion. Fowler
was pleased by this book because it addressed so many of his
interests in accounts by those with whom he was most involved.
Fate further entwined us over his Nobel Prize, which
came, like a Faustian wish, with a curse. My wife and I were
to breakfast with him on Wednesday, October 19, 1983, in
Lake Geneva, WI. Willy's call had come, quite literally,
when he was in his shower, and we had heard it on the
morning news. Applause and cheers greeted his entry into
the dining hall, and our table was frequented by excited well
wishers, both visitors in the inn and the attendees of the
conference on nuclear astrophysics being conducted at
nearby Yerkes Observatory. I took photographs of this breakfast. After the hubbub subsided, Willy turned to me over his
coffee and asked, "Don, do you think I should call Fred?"
Willy realized that he and Fred Hoyle would have been excellent candidates to share a Nobel Prize; however, the
Swedish electors had defined this one as an experimental
prize for measurements of thermonuclear rates in stars—not
for nucleosynthesis in stars. I thought quite a while before
replying, "What would you say? Fred certainly knows about
it already, and he can guess why they omitted him." For right
or for wrong, I encouraged him not to feel guilty about their
decision, and to just express his disappointment to Hoyle
when Hoyle sent his congratulations. Fowler later thanked
me for this advice, because the sentiment of astronomers did
increasingly recognize that the citation could have been written in a way to include Hoyle, and an apology from Willy
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might have made him seem somehow at fault. As Willy's
regret that Hoyle was not included never diminished over the
years, he lost some joy from the prize that his lifetime's work
had earned. That aspect was more appropriate to Greek tragedy than to science, which itself brought Willy unconditional
joy, the joy that he spread by example to those of us who
caught his aura. Of his Nobel Prize Fowler consistently and
modestly maintained that he considered it to be an award to
the entire Kellogg Radiation Laboratory.
Fowler was much honored throughout his career. In addition to the Bruce Medal and the Nobel Prize, he was awarded
the Ohio State Lamme Medal, the Liege Medal, the California Scientist of the Year, the Vetlesen Prize from Columbia
University, the Tom Bonner Prize of the APS, the Eddington
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Medal of the RAS, and election to the National Academy of
Sciences (1956). He was 1976 President of the American
Physical Society and a member of the National Science
Board from 1968-1974. Other recognitions of distinguished
public service were the NASA Apollo Achievement Award
(1969), the National Medal of Science (1974) and the Legion
d'Honneur of France (1989). From 1970 onward he held the
title Institute Professor of Physics in recognition of his contributions to science and to Caltech.
Just before World War II Fowler married Ardianne Foy
Olmstead (1912-1988), a tenth-generation American of interesting family history. They had two daughters, Mary
Fowler Galowin and Martha Fowler Schoenemann. He is
survived also by his second wife, Mary Dutcher Fowler.
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